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UrBanality

“UrBanality” is more of a 
title than a theme. It is a kind 
of collaged word intended 
to suggest some of the more 
prevalent themes present in 
the work Iʼve been getting. 
Much of it deals with urban 
culture, because that is the 
mainstream of America, and 
probly the world. Much of it 
deals with the low relief of 
daily experience, the dynamic 
range of life compressed as if 
by design the make the banal 
seem exciting.

ISSN 0893-4835

Subscribe: Rates for subscriptions vary, like a fi ne insurance policy, depending on the coverage:
6$ gets you 1 year (6 issues) of PhotoStatic Magazine
12$ gets you the above plus 1 year (2 issues) of PhonoStatic Cassettes
18$ gets you all the above plus 1 year (2 issues) of PhotoStatic
Re-issues, as well as 1 year (at least 4 issues) of artist’s books.

People who get it for free include: 1) contributors of accepted work, 2) people whose work is reviewed, 3) people 
who send me lots of things, and 4) presses who send a copy of every one of their issues receive a copy of every one 
of mine.

Submit: PhotoStatic and PhonoStatic currently have several projects for which submissions are being sought. 
See pp. 776 and 781 for details. Policy is no returns without SASE with suffi cient return postage, free copy of 
whatever product in which work appears.

This project is sponsored in part by a grant from the University of Iowa Fine Arts Council.
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The occasionally brightly lit shop — even a dentist’s — is 
a relief in the overcrowded by silent Walled City
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“In the future our windows will be fi lled 
with particles beamed from someplace that 
will have succeeded in condensing history 
to the moment ... and the world to a frame 
that will be as much a commodity as you or 
I.” — Abe Marlow, 1913
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An introduction to the working, the working of my mind the 
working of your mind, the working of our bodies. I communicate 
with you in words which were made for our voices not for our 
minds. You understand the meanings of these words through 
long years of adapting your minds power to utilize this crude 
communication.

You communicate your meaning with your voice coming from your 
mouth, you sanitate your body by expelling excrement coming 
from your anus. These are parallels, the parallels of existence. 
These are the two forms of human expression. We listen, learn 
and live by the voice, it has formed the vision of our world, 
it is the dominant form of communication in our world. All 
written matter is in words, the language of our voice. Our 
other human expression is well concealed, concealed from others 
and even concealed from ourselfs. We find it repulsive, almost 
unhuman, we avoid mention of it or the act. Only to mention it 
in the context of distaste or disgust. We daily give birth to 
the anal child, but do our best to consider it an abortion and 
flush it away. Remove it from view and send it to darkness to 
clear our conscience. It is the unwanted, undesirable aspect of 
the human condition, it is time to look and learn from the anal 
expression.

I stick my finger up your anus to understand you better, it is 
my desire to see the person that you are, yours is the desire 
to became the person you wish to be. Ours is a relationship of 
mutual benefits. I will aid you in the transformation and you 
shall transform into my aide. I take a strong hold and begin 
to pull your insides out, hand over hand I slowly pull out all 
which is you. Soon you are a mere heap of boneless flesh, I have 
succeeded in turning you inside out through my inner strength. 
You are outside in and trapped in yourself, but not trapped in 
the world you live in. Now your prison walls are made of flesh 
which you can change to destroy your cell of oppression. To do 
so you must analize yourself to see the bonds which you must 
break. Think clearly and remove all doubt from within and you 
will see your desired inner self. With this realization you will 
see that you have been your own jailer. Like an orgasmic climax 
your body automatically rights itself. I see it happen and hold 
on until the point of no return and upon my release you are 
reborn the whole you. My impact is upon you living within your 
centre and you are now my brother.

Paulus

 ( brother is a sexless definition of a companion. )
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Who Did What

748–9 Francis Dedobbeleer, B.P. 1158, 1000 Bruxelles 1 Belgium
749 Epistolary Stud Farm, 429 hope St, Tarpon Springs FL 33589
750 Steve Perkins, 135 Cole St, San Francisco CA 94117
751–2 Pamela Moye, 330 5 Linn St #6, Iowa City IA 52240
753 Chris Mitchell, 6 Athole Gardens, Glasgow Scotland G12 9AY UK
754 “Three Talkers”, Mike Miskowski, P.O. Box 12268, Seattle WA 98102
755 Richard Bruno, 7 rue Bourg 1’Abbé, 75003 Paris France
756 “Rex and Mary Sky”, Bob Grumman, 1708 Hayworth Rd, Port Charlotte FL 33952
757 L Mouche Ecrasé, 4 rue Denis Papin, 42100 St Etienne France 
757 R Right op. cit., Chris Mitchell
758 Stefan Knorr, 226 E Prentiss St, Iowa City IA 52240
759 “Nothing on TV” Gregory Cullen, The Pennington School, Pennington NJ 08534
760–1 Ll. Dunn, 330 5 Linn St #7, Iowa City IA 52240
762 d’Zoid, P.O. Box 44, Penfi eld NY 14526
763 Janet Janet, 135 Cole St, San Francisco CA 94117
764–5 John Rininger, P.O. Box 2479 Station A, Champaign IL 6 1820
766 Serse Luigetti, Via 

Ulisse Rocchi, 06100 
Perugia Italy

767–8 op. cit., Chris Mitchell
769 Bob Gregory, P.O. Box 

90159, Pittsburgh PA 
15224

770–1 Eric Cook, 580 
Hawkeye Ct, Iowa City 
IA 52240

772 The Tape-beatles. 
Address not fi nalized.

773 Paulus P. Scholten, 
7520 Steveston Hwy, 
Richmond BC V7A 
1M2 Canada

775 John Heck. Lives with 
his mother.

SUPPLEMENT
A–D op. cit., d’Zoid

Front and back covers by Ll. 
Dunn
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No. 25: The Post Card Issue: The Network

This issue will be an extravaganza with 100 
pages. In it, there will be postcards to remove 
and mail designed by artists from throughout the 
network. Networking is the theme of this issue, 
and PhotoStatic is currently soliciting not only 
postcard images to be reproduced as 4x6” cards, 
but also sheets of artist s̓ mail art stamps to be 
separated and distributed as part of a “Stamp 
Grab-bag” included with each copy of the issue. 
There will also be a number of sections of page-
art, including “The Most Appropriated Images in 

History” (submit your choice as xeroxed image 
with reasons why you chose it, as well as other 
observations about it and appropriation generally); 
and a section of writings about networking arts by 
and for networked participants (short essay format 
or whatever seems appropriate. Magazine Editors: 
Your input is especially welcome!) Deadline July 
15, 1987; out August 1 (hopefully). [The editor 
will be out of town July 1–15, so if you have 
observations requiring a reply prior to publication, 
do not delay! Send it now!]

General Announcement: Mike Miskowski and his B.S. Propaganda press, which puts out MaLLife as well 
as many other fi ne publications, is moving to Seattle. The new address, effective now, is P.O. Box 12268, 
Seattle WA 98102.

PhotoStatic Champions Video-8

In due recognition of the main motivations 
and concerns of the networked artist, PhotoStatic 
Magazine hereby puts its support behind the 8mm 
video format for the dissemination of video works, 
ideas, and communications.

8mm, or Video-8 as it is also known, offers 
the distinct advantages of being a worldwide 
format capable of the same (possibly better) 
quality as larger 1/2” formats in a compact size 
(saving postage) with superior sound reproduction. 
Because it is a new format, it takes advantages of 
new advances in head design and new methods for 
laying the signal down on tape.

PhotoStatic Magazine now has access to an 
8mm recording and reproducing device. Interested 
persons are now invited and encouraged to send 
in submissions on video tape for a future video 
compilation cassette.

Recognizing the ubiquity of the VHS 
format, the PhotoStatic video project will, of 
course, also accept VHS cassettes, as well as 

the professional U-matic format. Eventually it is 
hoped that PhotoStatic can acquire a VHS deck as 
well so that video tapes can be transferred between 
formats and disseminated in both.

Please send your video submissions which 
make creative use of the video medium in a re-
usable container with suffi cient return postage. 
Your tape will be retained until the compilation is 
completed so that the master can be made directly 
from it. Tapes without return postage will not be 
returned. All contributors of accepted work will 
receive a free copy of the compilation. Please 
notify PhotoStatic is there is a public-access 
or similar cable system in your area which is 
interested in airing the tape.

Send your submissions to:
PhotoStatic Magazine
330 S. Linn St #7
Iowa City USA 52240
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Mail Review: April and May 1987
PhotoStatic’s Editor Reviews His Mail
Xerox and Facthood

 Xerox is clearly a medium of replication as much as it is one of reproduction. In all its forms, 
the most frequent use which xerox is put to is the replication of already reproduced informations. 
Relatively little information is produced specifi cally for the xerox camera, in the sense that the 
xerox or photocopy is to be its fi nal ideal form. Most often people use xerox to copy articles, 
recipes, tax forms, parts and wholes of books, news clippings, etc. In this light it can be said 
that the casual user replicates while the xerox artist (re)produces.
 This distinction is not so clear in much xerox work however. Because the tendency is to see 
xerox as a way of building an idiosyncratic archive of printed and drafted fact and ephemera; 
a fi le build to aid personal memory, a kind of memory bank on paper. Much of the interest in 
certain publications lies in the blurring this makes possible. These publications form the phalanx 
of a certain point of view, counter culture if you will, which is aided by the show-and-tell of 
printed facts and images. That these collections can be seen as works of art (if indeed they are) 
stems from a notion that sees art as a kind of research, not as much rigorous and scholarly as 
it is expressive.
 In this kind of research, things are not cited as much as they are excised and included. They 
appear to the viewer as they did to the includer, that is, in the same typography and orientation. 
Of course in the new context created by the contextualizer they take on a new signifi cance; and 
this is essentially their mission. It is a trick with which we are all familiar, and one that admittedly 
has the special ring of truth, or facthood, brought about by the essentially photographic nature 
of the process. 
 One publication I recently received is a good example. Paulus P. Scholten’s Asshole Institute 
is a kind of treatise on the kind of distorted body image which results from being enculturated 
into our society. In it, androgyny for Scholten is the desired state of our sexual identity; the claim 
is made that all of us are part male and part female and that the suppression of one or the other 
(which society demands) results in depression, anxiety, and mental and physical illness. He 
recruits the likes of Christ and El Lissitzky to his cause, laying claim to a re-vision of their ideas. 
He also highlights key words by providing the dictionary or diagnostic defi nitions of, say, ass 
and scatalogia. The use of graphics takes a back seat; this is defi nitely a reader’s compilation 
because the visuals are quite incidental. (Yours for a letter. Write: Paulus P. Scholten, 7520 
Steveston Hwy, Richmond BC Canada V7A 1 M2; 4x5” 24pp xerox.)
 False Positive #7, edited by Donna Kossy, is different in content but similar in interest. It 
contains four pages of beautiful typographic manipulations (done presumably by fragmenting 
and recombining dry-transfer letters) put next to bizarre biological imagery. The two together 
like this end up suggesting a strange code or foreign language, advertising for an extraterrestrial 
soiree perhaps. Another section contains witty computer-drawn cartoons on “The Pain of Being 
American”, which “hurts like hell!” But it is the “Kook’s Page” which best illustrates my point. 
On it, articles are replicated from other publications; one about a group of fundamentalists 
charging that the theme for the “Mr Ed” show contains satanic messages when played 
retrograde; another about a disgruntled employee of EncycIopædia Britannica who tried to 
rewrite history. Other pages imitate this kind of information, such as full-page announcements 
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for, “We treat everything else in a professional manner, why not the end of the world?” and 
“Spontaneous Combustion: What are the Odds?” It’s kind of hard to tell if they are for real or not. 
(3$ from Donna Kossy, P.O. Box 432, Boston MA 02258; 8.5x11”, 30pp, multilith, lovely color 
xerox cover.)
 Somewhat different is Smurfs in Hell #3, which attempts to imitate the informations others 
replicate. It ad.o/a.pts the forms of advertising a public relations to the end of satire. Yes it’s 
comic and worth a laugh, but really doesn’t go beyond the level of Mad Magazine (which may be 
Ok after all). (2$ from Smurfs in Hell, 2210 N 9th St, Boise 1083702; 8.5x11 32pp xerox.)
 The work of John Rininger in Pogo #25 uses replication of imagery and captions for a very 
dark effect. These works are very macabre with inscrutably dense blacks and images of erotic 
death; caption on cover reads, “Fig. 1-1. Accidental death from auto erotic sexual activity.” This 
work is not so much factual, as it seems intuitively wrought; the xerages are sur-real in the vein 
of Ernst. The look and feeling of this makes for a very tight booklet. (ed. Philippe Billé, B.P. 249, 
33012 Bordeaux France; 10.5x15cm, 8pp xerox.)

The Quimby Quarterly (5.5x1 1 40pp offset; 2$ from P.O. Box 281 Astor Station, Boston MA 
20123) I guess this is a “real” magazine, complete with advertising rates and editorial staff. 
2$ gets you submission guidelines and a sample copy, artists and writers. Pretends to be 
pretentious. B/w reproductions of paintings, lots of cartoons, some of them kind of funny.

La Poire d’Angolsse #121/122 (14.5x21 cm 48pp xerox; ed. Didier Moulinier, 4 ave P. V. 
Couturier, 24750 Boulazac France) Current issue features graphics by Han Psi in which strips 
of images roughly torn from various sources are interwoven to form a graphic idea; I see these 
things as being subject-oriented & depicting how the mind applies layers of connotation to 
simple things; perhaps these images want to strip that away. Even better are the series of facial 
demaskings by Neve, in which a sharded hole in the center of a woman’s face reveals in a sense 
what lies beneath: a doll’s painted face, a halftoned glamor girl, and disoriented scribblings. 
Quite nice. Also some texts and poetry in French which alas I cannot attempt. Participate in this 
ambitious weekly journal whose thirst for artwork must be astounding. Send in your poems or 
art or just correspond.

Tuyau(x) Nos. 70, 79, 80 (ea. 7x10.5cm 16pp xerox, ed. Didier Moulinier, 4 ave P. V. Couturier, 
24750 Boulazac France) 
No. 70 by t. winter-damon contains hallucinatory visuals (fl oating eyes and such) as well 
as verbal and abstract poetry. In the latter, letterlike forms smear down the page as if they 
were melting. No. 79 by G. Huth has mildly clever concrete typewriter poems. No. 80 by Sam 
Rosenthal puts handwritten text next to video imagery. Apparently a musician, he takes this 
opportunity to include a review of one of his band’s albums. Tuyaux, a daily magazine, are 
available at the above address. Ask for a blank form and create your own issue of Tuyau.

Magazing nine and ten (ea. 15x21cm 40pp xerox, ed. Chris Mitchell, 6 Athole Gardens, 
Glasgow Scotland G12 9AY UK) Poetry, prose, and a small number of xerox artworks. Ask for a 
trade.

dop E # 5-6 (8.5x11 16pp xerox, 2$ from tENTATIVELY, a cONVENIENCE, P.O. Box 382, Baltimore 
MD 21203) Works by Michael Fredrick Tolson; generative imagery based on a page from his high 
school yearbook. He goes through and obsessively whites out all but the punctuation marks on 
one page, all but some other class of marks on the next, etc. The package is a cryptic document 
of scrambled information & seems to be a puzzle for the reader to solve.
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Outre 2 (5.5x8.5 28pp xerox, $1 .50 from ed. Jake Berry, 2251 Helton Dr #N7, Florence AL 
35630) Prose and poetry.

Foist #6 (7x8.5 4Opp xerox, 3$ from Collective Foist, P.O. Box 44, Penfi eld NY 14526) The folks 
at Foist collect and compile one of the densest mags around. Much of the work is reduced to fi t 
several to a page. For those of you who may just be starting to fi nd out about networking, here 
would be a good magazine to look at. There are so many contacts listed at the end, it might be 
helpful to use a magnifying glass. The effect of looking at so much work in this format is that all 
the disparateness of it seems to gel and offer its support to the whole. This magazine is exactly 
as diverse and ambitious as the network itself and should be investigated.
Foist Sampler, a 90-minute cassette with 18 tracks, is available for trade only from Foist. It 
has a good variety of things on it and I have been listening to it a lot lately. It is one of the best 
examples of putting pop music together with concrete and verbal soundworks and having it 
work. There is live performance as well as manipulated found speech, industrial type rock, and 
recorded speech put to music. Almost all of it works well. Add to that fi ne sound quality and you 
have something worth hearing.

N D#7 (90 mm. 22 tracks. 5$ from N D, P.O. Box 4144, Austin TX 75765, non-domestic +1$) 
There are various kinds of audio noise art here, ranging from music (itself ranging from concrete 
through industrial to a synthy kind of pop) to a strident but joyous din, complete with screams 
and loud screeching scrapy noises. Opens up with the almost-pop sounds of Die Form and 
Paul Thomas, and then takes you through Haupunkt Fix’s aural environment, and then to the 
seeming-cagean random composition (with radio dial-changing) of Big City Orchestra. Also 
noticeable is work by the Joke Project in which altered voice elements are laid over a grungy 
noise and then intermittently we can hear a kind of music which sounds like a communist 
anthem from outer space. All the time the effect is like straining to bring in that far away radio 
station but it seems to have a mind of its own as it enters and exits audition. Sonja van der 
Burg has a voice piece, and the Haters do “Destroyed Music’ which sounds like civilization 
crumbling. It’s impossible to generalize about a tape that’s too much for one sitting, but it’s 
worth listening to more than once. N D #8 (7x8.5 4Opp offset, 2$ or 5$ for 3#s) Easily one of 
the most recommendable journals of the mailart world. This magazine is regularly packed with 
information and contacts. But more than that, there are reviews of cassettes and magazines as 
well as in-depth interviews with performance artists and people who create mailart product. 
Their motto is “Document Exchange Contact” and that is what they do. They will not only accept 
money for their issues, but will also exchange issues with other small presses and artists. If 
you’re not getting this already, you should.

Suburban Wilderness Aural Library (cassettes vary in length according to your selections, 
$2+blank C60 or $2.50+blank C90 or $5 and they provide tape; Suburban Wilderness Press, 
430 S 21st Ave E, Duluth MN 55512, see pS#23 for an advertisement listing available selections.) 
The cassette I received had only a small fraction of the sounds available from the Aural Library. 
They have accumulated 15 and 30-minute audio pieces from about 30 different poets and audio 
artists and are making them available on cassette with the pieces custom-selected by the 
customer themself. The sample I got contained work by Bailey/ Grandell! McKinnon, Elaine Equi, 
Seth Wade, John Bennett, Backen! McKinnon, the Fucking Shit Biscuits, Hugh Fox, Tony Moffeit, 
and Todd Moore, and I liked every one of them. Patrick McKinnon, the editor of the library, made 
the selections for me, but it’s a good gamble that there’s more good stuff to be heard in the 
collection. Write now for a catalogue.
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The Facts on Polywave and The Totimorphous (ea. 5.5x8.5, 12pp & 8pp respectively, 
offset; by G. X. Jupitter-Larsen, P.O. Box 48184, Vancouver BC Canada V7X 1N8) Essays on 
observation and the multilevel nature of reality/perception. Some may call them ravings, but 
what he says makes a kind of sense. The fi rst booklet concerns itself with the idea that, since 
everything in the universe is in constant motion, everything is nowhere in particular. The point 
he makes strongest is that reality is our perception of it. I did not read The Totimorphous, but I 
plan to. It looks to be similar.

Or #108 (5.5x8.5 12pp xerox, by Don Milliken, P.O. Box 868, Amherst MA 01004) Rubberstamps 
colorize this humorous booklet on “The Hows of Unamerican activities”. The latest installment 
from the longevity-ridden series.

Scrap #4 (5.5x8.5 36pp xerox, ed. Chris Winkler. 99c from Plutonium Press, 1428 N Scottsdale 
Rd #193, Temp AZ 85281. Chris will be moving to Australia soon & his address will likely 
change.) Current issue features xerage artworks as well as some interesting writing. Standouts 
include: “Big Brother is not watching you, you are watching Big Brother...”, “the tyranny of 
mindless necessity”, “jokes and their relation to the psychopathology of Everyday Life”; there 
are many others. “The tyranny    is a handwritten page, sort of like a collage in its organization, 
about the anguish of having to work for a living, rather than working out of real choice. “Jokes   
is a good example of multilayered text (word choices shoot off in other directions as you read 
through). I enjoyed it.

Box of Water #3 (5.5x8.5 60pp xerox, ed. Steve Perkins. 3$ or 5$=2#s from 135 Cole St, San 
Francisco CA 94117) Exciting compilation of high-contrast and heavily detailed xerox works, 
and the magazine capitalizes on this sensibility. Where most xerox art magazines rely on sheer 
barrage to hold together, there is something subtler at work here. The images share a kind of 
expressionism, a jaggedness, a starkness, and investigate sometimes emotionally, sometimes 
detachedly, the cultural climate of Today. Interestingly, most of the works here are unspecifi c 
and verge on the gruesome of angstliness, which as I once heard a friend remark, is how we 
20th century folks have a good time. All the images represented are really strong formally and 
the contributors use a wide variety of techniques. The pages are fraught with jagged line-
drawings, xero-degenerations, image/texts, multiple impositions, political statements, and 
shadowy photo-xero-surrealist glimpses culled from worldwide. Extensive short reviews at the 
end, well organized, make this a highly desirable volume.

Idiot Menagerie: Hallucinogens and Graphic Constructs (by Jake Berry. 5.5x8.5 36pp xerox, 
3$? from B.S. Propaganda, P.O. Box 12268, Seattle WA 98102) Well-produced book of poetry 
and graphics by Jake Berry. Poetry is in run-on sentences, mostly nouns, vastly referencing 
anything and everything. Certainly owes a debt to surrealists and their penchant for automatic 
writing: whether it is or not, much of the poetry has the effect of cut-up or automatic. The 
graphics are tightly packed diagrams with words, simple lines, and foreign-looking graphemes 
and are interesting pictorially as well as textually.

Factsheet Five #22 (8.5x11 85pp newsprint, 2$ from Mike Gunderloy, 6 Arizona St, Renselaer 
NY 12144) This is the closest thing to an exhaustive listing of independent publishing I’ve yet 
seen. A real treasure for fi nding out what’s going on and how to take part. Highly recommended 
as a tool.
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PhonoStatic Cassette Re-issues Currently Available

Audio Vérité/Glossolalia
pS#2&3(9&12) C90 $6

Double re-issue of compilations circa 1985. Audio 
Vérité is a 15-minute pseudosymphonic postmodern 
mélange of voices found by Warren Ong and Lester 
Hodges, compiled by Ll. Dunn. Repeated listenings 
reveal a visioned underlying pulse & sensibility.
 Glossolalia is the title of a video by Steve Harp, and 
its subtle soundtrack is excerpted here. This compilation 
also features work by the Creature Comforts, who have 
gone on to become members of The Tape-beatles.; as 
well as work by 9digit Zip, Kathleen Yearwood, Tim 
Risher, Qwa Digs Under Paris s̓, and others.
 A Special Bonus: to fi ll tape, the best pieces from 
the fi rst PhonoStatic compilation (pS# 1.6) are also 
included. Features work by Smut Monkey, 9digit Zip, 
Twa Dogs in Paris, and many others.

The Persistence of Hearing/
Listener’s Fatigue
pS#4&5(16&19) C60 $5

Double re-issue of two well-formed compilations c. 
1986. The Persistence of Hearing features Ll. Dunn s̓ 
manipulation of the Louis Armstrong classic “West End 
Blues” which mechanizes the great hornblower. Also 
featured is Tim Risher s̓ excellent “Howl”, based on 
the Ginsberg of the same name, as well as fi ne work by 
Kathleen Yearwood, Dan Fuller, the Haints, Qwa Digs 
under Paris s̓, Richard Kostelanetz and more.
 Listener s̓ Fatigue is a dynamic collection containing 
an eclectic assortment ranging from the avant-blues of 
Qwa Digs under Paris s̓ to the pop of Batang Frisco to 
the pop-paradigm language cut-up of LI. Dunn. Work 
by others as well rounds it off, Kathleen Yearwood, Zen 
Sutherland, 9digit Zip, and more.

The World News Cassette
pS#6/22 C45 $3.50

Intended as a companion compilation to The Dan Rather 
Issue (pS#21), this compilation focuses on the role of 
the news in our lives. News as gibberish, news as pure 
sound, news as mindless happy-talk hoping to smooth 
the bumps in our lives. The artnoisicians here complect 
a view sometimes critical sometimes admissive of their 
own participation in the system; highlights include 
works by Ybrigor Moss, Richard Kostelanetz, Philip 
Blackburn, Ralph Johnson, Aquatics Never Tarnish, as 
well as many others.

Submit now to the next 
PhonoStatic Cassette

If you have any audio-art, electronic music, musique 
concrète, sound montage, or whatever you want to call 
it, please send it in. If you have any ideas for themes or 
titles for the PhonoStatic compilations, please suggest 
them. Your ideas and art-products are welcome and 
necessary for PhonoStatic to exist.
 The recommended format for submitting work is 
stereo cassette. There are no time limits per se, although 
as a guideline, most works so far have been in the 5-
minute long area. Please send the highest quality dub 
possible, as the master will be made straight from the 
cassette you send. Enclose a self-addressed stamped 
envelope with suffi cient return postage if you want your 
cassette back afterwards. Otherwise, PhonoStatic can 
accept no responsibility for its return. If your piece is 
used, you will receive a free copy of the compilation, 
as well as exposure for your work, and possibly mail 
from many interested people who listen the PhonoStatic 
cassettes.

Write to: PhotoStatic Magazine, 330 5. Linn #7, Iowa City USA 52240.
All prices include postage.
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